
m,n may be 00, 01. 10 or 11
if all inputs =In, output =n

if any inputs _ m, output =ii

derme what he meaDS by the auenive ltate, I
CID only assume that he meaDS the state which
.sem itself, but that sets me no further. Even
in the case of flip-flop 'clear' inputs, one could
have an active-high and an active-low flip-flop
connected to the same sipal. How CID the sis
Da1 itself be thought of as havinlan a_nive
ltlte? Mr Hudson Ulustrates the point himself
iD the mess he pts into over his Pis. 2. Essen
tially a 1 or 0 on the &elect are equaUy aaertive
md I maintain that, far from beinl unusual, it
represents the leneral case.

In a practieal desip what may stan out in the
drift desip • FiB. l(a) may rmisb up as Fil.
1(b). The question is, is the two-input NOR
performinl the function of low-assertive
NAND or higb...sertive NOR? If Pia. l(a)
represents the intention then it is performiq
both. Should we draw it twice? WeD why not,
we are already beinl asked to show the outputs
on ftip-flops twice, use twice u many 10lic
I)'I11boll u before, accept that identical devices
may have different symbols, that a colUlection
may be .bown broken with a naminl ceremony
iD between and even to accept that an inherendy
IJIIUIIeUical device like a two pte latch should
be dnWD 10 as to make it look asymmetric, (see
Cuscra, November 1980) aD inthe name of Iim
pliradon.

The AND and OR names are a useful aid to
memory as to the truth table of the ptes so
described. The predominance in praetica110lic
of NANDS and NORs spoils the essential sim·
plicity of the concept to the point where the
names may be more of a hindrance. Intentional
logic symbols are an attempt to restore the
oriIinal simplicity. Mr Hudson'. letter is iD my
opinion ample proof that they have failed miser
ably to do 10.

My proposecllolic I)'IDbols exploit the fact
that if one is forced to live with nesative and
positive lopc, one does not need to also live with
both AND and OR because we CID redefine the
OR u a neptive AND. As we now have only
OBe type offunction that function does not need
~ aame, it is only necessary to define wbether it
11 positive or nesative logic, invertin, or DOn
~vertins. This is most easily achieved by put
I1nI the simplified AND truth within the
I)'Dlbol, thus nothiq need be committed to
memory: it speaks for itself.

By way of a field test I introduced my 10 year
old ton to my lo,ic symbols. Within half an
hour be could derive the waveforms out of any
lite combination I ,ave him. (Previous
!a'owledae oflo,ic nil). With intentionallOlic it
• necessary to define ei,bt types of ,ate, with
truth-table logic symbolst FiI. 2 lives a fulr
dJef"mition. Simplicity is the name ofthe pme.
•E. Kennau,b,
~ont
Cornwall.

1disaaree with your correspondent, C. HudsoJ')
aver his proposal for iJ'tentiona11oglc diagrams.
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Whilst these may at tint seem attractive from
an academic viewpoint, in practice sucb cir
cuitry can cause a 1000 deal ofconfusion, parti
cularly where multiple late packages are in use.
CoDsider for InstaDce, a 7400 NAND pte
split up in a circuit such that part is used
as NAND, part is used as low-active
OR, and the remainder IS inverters.
Under Mr Hudson'. instructions, this
results in three different drawinp for the same
device. A service technician tryiDB to relate the
drawin, to a particular chip pack would have
difficulty, without a sreat deal ofcross-referenc
in,. In addition, an increasins number of com
plex devices have inputs in which clock higb
and low could be equally considered to be ac
tive, since important but differiDB instructions
are conveyed by eacb polarity. How would such
an input bedrawn?

Even if the traditional method of drawinl
diqrams is for some reason to be deplored, I
consider that it should be retained OD the basis
that it is at least an established standard. To
chanp symbols every time someone bas a new
idea is a recipe for annoyiDI confusion.

To sum up, I would say that I consider Mr
Hudson's proposals a chqe for the sake of
change - rather like usiq Hertz for the
perfecdy acceptable cls, and cbaqilll the spe!
Hqofenquil'y to inquiry.
L.Hayward
Wareham
Don«

TWINS PARADOX OF
RELATIVITY
I refer to L. J. Hiainst letter (April 1981) in
which I am accused of addressin, myself to a
c'fuDdamental flaw" and allO of imaPninl a
"miraculous coincidence".

The tint is easily disposed of, since the acm
.tion is quite false and orisinates in Mr HiI
1iD1' failure to pay close attention to the text
beiq discussed, in particular W.W. Oct. 1980
p.56., the fIrSt column ofwhicb cites Einstein's
own activities and his words to whicb the second
parqraph of my letter (January 1981) alluded.
Thus Mr HigiDs accuses Einstein, not me, of
contrivinla fundamental flaw.

I come now to the matter of coincidence and
aD that ensues.

The equation PLlV2fJ - ",v sbows how mo
mentum is achieved. Unfortunately Newton did
not know that material particles are held
separate by interatomic forces and that, in con
sequence, Gll force aets at a distance, but today
any competent radio ensineer knows that the
I.h.s. of the above equation represents the cu
mulative Doppler modification to an impressed
force aetinl from a distance and havinl its
oriBin fIXed to IOme arbitarily stationary datum,
motion and enelJY beinI of course related to
thatdatom.

So we have two methods ofobtaininl the KE
equation, the dasaieal which is based upon an
analope with friction and this present one
which depends upon Doppler. Bein,a physical
description) the latter represents the application
ofneptive feedback to ancient bypothesis, serv
inI to convert that hypothesis into the form of
unassailable physical description and a1lowin,
direct comparison with modem experimental
results. This is an addition to the scientific
method.

Even thouab the two methods of obtaini.
the ICE equation differ 10 widely, each not
mentioniftl .bat the other COlltains, they yield

the same result which in its turn accords with
experiment. The facl that the original derivation
of the K! equation is in accord with experiment
and also with the physical description is pure
coincidence, nothing more.

I come next to the experimental facts which
lead to the falsification of both the concept of
variable time Ind the li,bt postulate, thereby
puttins an end to the twins controversy.

When referrinl to J. C. Maxwen (Letten,
February 1982), P. G. M. Dawe tells us that the
mass increase hypothesis has been verified by
experiment. He also inverts history by putting B
- MC" before mals increase. In a linear panicle
accelerator the orilin of tbe motive force is at
rest relative to the macbine and since the force
acts at a distaDce ib effect must be subject to
flrSt-order Doppler. This is a ,lfysical fatl,
which is never mentioned. If the force travelled
at iDfmite velocity then the experiment would
yield the Newtonian energy equation. its re
lult.

However, in reality the force is known to
move at the lesler velocity C and hence the
declinin, effectiveness of the force with relative
velocity is modulCd by a second-order term 
coincidentally identical to the Lorentz
uansform.

Electron beam and linear particle accelerator
experiments prove quite conclusively that mass
is velocity-invariant. If, al Mr Dawe would have
us believe, mass iDcrease can be derived from B
=- Mezthen either the mathematic or the deri
vation or the equation itself is wnmg. The
falsehood is proven by experiment.

Let us now contemplate the consequences of
theee thinp.

Mall increase is justified by the consideration
ofthe elastic collision of two projectiles. Within
tbisscenario the conclusion that mass is veloc
ity-variant rests solely upon the stationary ob
server 'bowins that the clock of the moving
participant ofthe experiment run. slower'.

If, a. has earlier been SbOWD t mass is velocity
invariant then time is, inevitably, velocity-inva
riant • well.

In its turn the derivation Ibowins time to be
velocity variant rests entirely upon the assump
tion that the light postulate is true.

Because time is in fact velocity irat.ttJritmr there
is no' alternative but to accept that the liBbt
postulate is false.

The fact that an experimental result Cln
appear to confirm the end product ofa flight of
pure fancy is indeed a miraculous coincidence.
Sbould anyone question the fact that B == MCZ
is disproven, other than in the limited sense of
mathematic equivalence, I would point out that
the matter hal never been tested directly due to
insurmountable technical problemsl .

I sU'lest that Prof. H. DingIe's misgivinp
about atomic experiments were entirely justified
because it bas been shown that matter has
never, on this planet, been converted into
enel1Y. \Ve are left with the distinct risk that
interconve1'8ion might onc day accidentally
oa:ur and there exists neither matbematic nor
experience to predict the outcome•

A valid alternative has been provided to re
place S.R.T. and it is to be hoped that the
scientists will emerge from behind their wall of
icy silence and discuss the matter in terms
whicb do not involve the double standards that
thaw been observed by I. Cau (Lenen, Feb
ruary 1982).
AlexJones,
Swanqe.
Dbnet.
Relereace
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